
How to Prepare for and Fly your First Contest by Hank Nixon

Introduction
This will be a short talk about how to get ready to fly in your first(or first
few) contests. It is focused not on how to win, but on how to avoid a lot of
the most common beginners mistakes. My objective is to guide you to a safe
and rewarding result. That means having fun! Winning can come later.

Equipment
Glider- The type is not important entering in the Sports Class which is
handicapped. Anybody can play. Understand however that tasking is based
upon the middle of the handicap range so lower performance gliders can be
really challenged on weak or windy days. It should be a glider you are very
familiar with. Racing is enough new without a strange glider.

Airframe- Make sure it clean and in good basic shape. Add some seals if
you know how and make sure you CG is in the right place. Save the racing
preparation for Winter or when you are being held back by the condition of
the glider. If the choice is prep or practice-PRACTICE!

Tuning- Make sure your instruments are leak free and total energy is
working well.

Nav Instruments including nav display. A graphical display is almost
mandatory for effective navigation and to ensure you avoid forbidden
airspace. On a scrimpy budget, this can be as minimal as a $50 PDA running
free software. There are lots of options in this category, but make sure you
know how to use what you have.

Logger- no Mickey Mouse loggers. Buy or borrow one of the ones made by
reputable suppliers. Coming in to the scorer with your Garmin Whatever and
asking him how to suck your flight out is a very bad thing to do. You would
be obligated to bring and be able to use any required software. The scorer
really has better things to do than mess with this stuff.

Trailer- It needs to be functional, have working lights, and new tires in last
few years. Tires more than about 5 yr old are junk, even if low milage. Have
registration, any required instructions, and any tools needed in the trailer.
















